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The White Mage ?nally regains consciousness and casts a desperate spell that sends herself and Natsu, Lucy, Gray,
Erza, Wendy, Carla, and Happy to Edolas?! Natsu’s team fortunately meets up with old friends at Edolas’ Fairy Tail and
together they try to ?gure out what happened. Eventually Natsu and his friends ?nd the White Mage, who had arrived in a
different location on Edolas. The White Mage provides answers that lead to more questions, but before anything can be
resolved, the Moon Dragon God Selene arrives and sends everyone to yet another world where everything is strange
and powerfully dangerous!
Fairy TailKodansha Comics
She may be only 12 years old, but Wendy Marvell is already a member of magical guild Fairy Tail, and a powerful dragon
slayer wizard. Even so, she's a little nervous when she sets out for the town of Nanar for her first solo job: to discover
why some of the locals have been mysteriously disappearing!
Fairy Tail takes place in a world filled with magic. 17-year-old Lucy is an attractive mage-in-training who wants to join a
magician's guild so that she can become a full-fledged magician. The guild she dreams about joining is the most famous
in the world and it is known as the Fairy Tail. One day she meets Natsu, a boy raised by a Dragon who mysteriously left
him when he was young. Natsu has devoted his life to finding his Dragon father.
SLAYING A MECHANICAL DRAGON! The king of Edolas has taken a final stand in the fearsome, magic-proof Droma
Anim! The only ones who can stop him are Fairy Tail's three dragon slayers. But how can magic stop a magic-proof
killing machine? Discover the final fate of the world of Edolas!
THAT'S THE SPIRIT? A powerful user of magic, with a goat's head? It'd be funny if it weren't trying to slaughter Fairy
Tail! Loke has an idea of the wizard's true identity - but while he fights to prove it, Ultear has already reached the
sleeping Zeref, and she has plans of her own for the legendary black wizard...
"From the creator of Rave Master, Monster Hunter Orage, and Monster Soul-Fairy Tail is an adventure series full of
magic, action, humor and fantastic characters! Story Locale- Earthland Series Overview- Fairy Tail takes place in a world
filled with magic. 17-year-old Lucy is an attractive mage-in-training who wants to join a magician's guild so that she can
become a full-fledged magician. The guild she dreams about joining is the most famous in the world, and it is known as
the Fairy Tail. One day she meets Natsu, a boy raised by a Dragon who mysteriously left him when he was young. Natsu
has devoted his life to finding his Dragon father. When Natsu helps Lucy out of a tricky situation, she discovers that he is
a member of the Fairy Tail magician's guild, and our heroes' adventure together begins."
"The evil members of the Dark Guild Eisenwald have found a cursed flute that can murder anyone who hears its music--
and now they've taken over the midtown train station with a very loud public address system. Only Natsu and his crazy
friends (including a flying cat) can stop them!"--Page 4 of cover.
Includes Vols. 16-20 of the epic magical adventure!
Fairy Tail takes place in a world filled with magic. 17-year-old Lucy is an attractive mage-in- training who wants to join a magician's guild so
that she can become a full-fledged magician. The guild she dreams about joining is the most famous in the world and it is known as the Fairy
Tail. One day she meets Natsu, a boy raised by a Dragon who mysteriously left him when he was young. Natsu has devoted his life to finding
his Dragon father .
Your instant Fairy Tail manga collection! Stylish box includes Vol. 1-11 of the magical shonen adventure that became an anime megahit, plus
an exclusive bonus sticker sheet. Lucy is a young, rebellious celestial wizard with a dream: to join Fairy Tail, the world's most rambunctious
and powerful magical guild! When she happens to meet one of Fairy Tail's top wizards, he turns out to be not quite what she expected: a slob
traveling with a flying cat. But the promise of adventure is real, and together they escape from pirates and a devious magician! Their next
task: to steal a book from the evil wizard-killing Duke Everlue, and outsmart his death trap. Eccentric new friends join along the way in this
lushly-drawn modern classic!
The magical adventures of the Fairy Tail guild continue! "[With] crisp, clean, fast-moving art... Fairy Tail is easily one of my favorite new series
of the year." -Comic Book Resources "With dazzling visuals and perfectly timed fights of ever greater intensity, this is as good as action-
adventure gets." -Anime News Network
INTO THE LIGHT Amidst the bloodshed of the final battle, Natsu suddenly transforms—he becomes trapped in the depths of his own heart,
wading through his lost memories… Meanwhile, Fairy Tail and their allies are rendered powerless in the face of a powerful enemy. When
Larcade uses his white magic to manipulate everyone’s desires, the only one who can stop him is Sting! Elsewhere, in the midst of her face-
off with Irene, Erza falls silent when she learns the Scarlet Scourge’s surprising ancestry and brave history.
Your instant Fairy Tail manga collection! Stylish box includes Vol. 12-22 -- eleven volumes! -- of the magical shonen adventure that became
an anime megahit, plus an exclusive bonus sticker sheet. Lucy is a young, rebellious celestial wizard with a dream: to join Fairy Tail, the
world's most rambunctious and powerful magical guild! When she happens to meet one of Fairy Tail's top wizards, he turns out to be not
quite what she expected: a slob traveling with a flying cat. But the promise of adventure is real, and together they escape from pirates and a
devious magician! Their next task: to steal a book from the evil wizard-killing Duke Everlue, and outsmart his death trap. Eccentric new
friends join along the way in this lushly-drawn modern classic!
A wizard's job is never done! Get fired up for the official sequel to Fairy Tail, with story and layouts by original creator Hiro Mashima himself.
Natsu, Lucy, Happy, Erza, and the whole Fairy Tail guild are back in action! And they've decided to tackle the "100 Years Quest" - a job no
one's dared take on since the founding of the guild more than a century ago. A mysterious town, a baffling spirit, a ghastly new enemy... and
a brand new continent to explore. When you're with real friends, the adventures never stop!
ONE SHALL STAND! ONE SHALL FALL! The Alliance and Oracion face off in this climatic battle! Oh ... And did we mention that there is a
dragon in this book? There totally is - and he's about to destory EVERYTHING! When the dust settles, what will be left of Fairy Tail? Includes
special extras after the story!
It’s a three-way war as Natsu and the remaining members of FAIRY TAIL square off against both the White Mage and
the Dragon Eaters. Natsu is trapped with Touka, and Wendy is cornered by Nebaru, each seemingly outmatched by their
respective foes. The battle among the three groups reaches a frenzy as they vie desperately for the remaining two
spheres. However, Natsu, Wendy, and the others are scattered across the sprawling town that spans the Wood Dragon
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God’s back! Can they protect the spheres and reunite, or will they be divided and conquered?
As Natsu and Gajeel face off against Tempester and Torafuzar, Gray comes out of his encounter with Silver with the
power of demon slayer magic in tow, and Erza gets to the control room only to find it filled with demons.
With the Grand Magic Games beginning, the members of Fairy Tail find themselves facing off against their old rival guild,
Raven Tail.
After Natsu's victory over Sting and Rogue, shocking revelations come to light about Acnologia, the menacing black
dragon that nearly devastated Fairy Tail seven years ago.
FRIEND OR FOE? Mavis manages to successfully escape, and Fairy Tail renews their resolve to take back their guild!
Meanwhile, a mighty change has been boiling up inside of Natsu's body--his demonic power has awakened. The power
threatens to transform Natsu's will, and he makes his way towards Zeref--until one man stops him in his tracks! The icy
Gray Fullbuster is determined to kill E.N.D., locking the two comrades in a brutal battle that threatens their very
existences.
El gremio de magos Fairy Tail es el más temido de todo el reino. Allí conviven los magos más duros, los más atrevidos...
y los más destructivos. Lucy es una chica que quiere ingresar en Fairy Tail, para poder desarrollar sus poderes mágicos
y cumplir los encargos que le puedan salir desde el gremio. Es así como conoce a Natsu, un Dragon Slayer, mago que
utiliza la magia de los dragones, y que le permite convertir en fuego cualquier parte de su cuerpo. Junto al resto de sus
compañeros, se enfrentarán a los encargos más temibles y duros que les puedan llegar, incluso contra otros gremios
que ansían el poder de Fairy Tail. - Esta gran serie manga ha dado ya el salto al anime en TV. Premios Premio
K&?dansha al mejor Shonen en 2009.
WORK HARD, PLAY HARD For the members of Fairy Tail, a guild member’s work is never done. While they may not
always be away on missions, that doesn’t mean our magic-wielding heroes can rest easy at home. What happens when
a copycat thief begins to soil the good name of Fairy Tail, or when a seemingly unstoppable virus threatens the citizens
of Magnolia Town? And when a bet after the Grand Magic Games goes sour, can Natsu, Lucy, Gray, Erza turn the tables
in their favor? Come see what a "day in the life" of the strongest guild in Fiore is like in nine wacky short stories!
Eight wizards who aspire to rise to S-Class compete in a test on Sirius Island, the sacred ground where the first Fairy Tail
master is buried.
Fairy-tale adaptations are ubiquitous in modern popular culture, but readers and scholars alike may take for granted the
many voices and traditions folded into today's tales. In Fairy Tales Transformed?: Twenty-First-Century Adaptations and
the Politics of Wonder, accomplished fairy-tale scholar Cristina Bacchilega traces what she terms a "fairy-tale web" of
multivocal influences in modern adaptations, asking how tales have been changed by and for the early twenty-first
century. Dealing mainly with literary and cinematic adaptations for adults and young adults, Bacchilega investigates the
linked and yet divergent social projects these fairy tales imagine, their participation and competition in multiple genre and
media systems, and their relation to a politics of wonder that contests a naturalized hierarchy of Euro-American literary
fairy tale over folktale and other wonder genres. Bacchilega begins by assessing changes in contemporary
understandings and adaptations of the Euro-American fairy tale since the 1970s, and introduces the fairy-tale web as a
network of reading and writing practices with a long history shaped by forces of gender politics, capitalism, and
colonialism. In the chapters that follow, Bacchilega considers a range of texts, from high profile films like Disney's
Enchanted, Guillermo del Toro's Pan's Labyrinth, and Catherine Breillat's Bluebeard to literary adaptations like Nalo
Hopkinson's Skin Folk, Emma Donoghue's Kissing the Witch, and Bill Willingham's popular comics series, Fables. She
looks at the fairy-tale web from a number of approaches, including adaptation as "activist response" in Chapter 1, as
remediation within convergence culture in Chapter 2, and a space of genre mixing in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 connects
adaptation with issues of translation and stereotyping to discuss mainstream North American adaptations of The Arabian
Nights as "media text" in post-9/11 globalized culture. Bacchilega's epilogue invites scholars to intensify their attention to
multimedia fairy-tale traditions and the relationship of folk and fairy tales with other cultures' wonder genres. Scholars of
fairy-tale studies will enjoy Bacchilega's significant new study of contemporary adaptations.
THE DOOMSDAY WEAPON! Master Makarov's grandson, the too-powerful wizard Laxus, has seen the new Fairy Tail
guild hall and doesn't like what he sees!? So he gathers some of the strongest wizards in the guild, and starts a Fairy Tail
civil war! Includes special extras after the story!
MUSICAL MURDERS ? In the third volume of Fairy Tail, the evil members of the Dark Guild Eisenwald have found a
cursed flute that can murder anyone who hears its music - and now they've taken over a midtown train station with a very
loud public address system. Only Natsu and his crazy friends (including a flying cat) can stop them! Includes special
extras after the story!
Has FAIRY TAIL been taken down by the White Mage?! An urgent message arrives from Juvia to Natsu and the rest of
the gang, who already have their hands full with a town that turns out to be the work of the Wood Dragon God Alderan.
Now pulled between the capture of their fellow FAIRY TAIL compatriots and their encounter with one of the five great
dragon gods, they must wrestle with two difficult questions: Do they turn back on their hard-fought journey? And what is
the White Mage really after…?
A cute, fun spin-off of Fairy Tail! The Magic Police can handle any case! A heartwarming police story!! The members of
Fairy Tail are now police officers! Rookie cop Lucy has just been assigned to Team Fairy Tail, a special unit of the
Magnolia Police Department. Together with its completely over-the-top members, including Natsu, she'll protect Fiore
City from wrongdoers like motorcycle gangs, stalkers, bank robbers, and masked thieves!! The curtain rises on a Magic
Police story featuring the all-star cast of Fairy Tail!
While Elfman faces Bacchus at the Grand Magic Games, Wendy is kidnapped from under Natsu's nose and Carla
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experiences a terrible vision.
Created by manga-ka Hiro Mashima of Rave Master fame, FAIRY TAIL takes place in a unique magical world.
Seventeen-year-old Lucy, mage-in-training, seeks to join a magicians guild and become a full-fledged magician. Her
dream lies in the most famous guild in the worldFairy Tale. One day Lucy encounters Natsu, a boy raised by a Dragon
who mysteriously abandoned him when he was young. Natsu has devoted his life to finding his Dragon father. When he
helps Lucy out of a tricky situation, she discovers that he is a member of the Fairy Tail magicians guild, and our heroes
adventure together begins.
THE DOOMSDAY WEAPON! ? Erza and Natsu are trying to stop Jellal from reviving the most feared black wizard the
world has ever known! To help in the effort, the Magic Council launches its magic mass destruction, Etherion. But Jellal
knows that the Council's attack could kill both him and the Fairy Tail wizards - and he isn't running away. What is he
plotting? Includes special extras after the story!
Natsu and the rest of Fairy Tail try to find a way to stop the terrifying magic of Oraciâon Seis and NIRVANA.
FADING WIZARD ? Stylish wizard Loke is the ladies' man of the Fairy Tail guild. But now he's suddenly broken up with
all his girlfriends, claiming he simply doesn't have the time! It turns out that Loke's life may be about to end, and Lucy, a
freshman, is the only one who can save him! But what can a first-year wizard do that an experienced wizard can't?
Includes special extras after the story!
A wizard's job is never done! Get fired up for the official sequel to Fairy Tail, with story and layouts by original creator
Hiro Mashima himself. Natsu, Lucy, Happy, Erza, and the whole Fairy Tail guild are back in action! And they've decided
to tackle the 100 Years Quest - a job no one's dared take on since the founding of the guild more than a century ago. A
mysterious town, a baffling spirit, a ghastly new enemy... and a brand new continent to explore. When you're with real
friends, the adventures never stop!
Small-town wizard Lucy would love to join Fairy Tail, a guild for powerful wizards, but instead finds herself teaming up
with Natsu, a crazy fire wizard whose best friend is a talking, flying cat named Happy.
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